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WELCOME BACK!

Welcome to The Talent Enthusiast

News!  My name is Robynne Sherrill,

and with 25+ years experience as a

talent leader across Fortune 500 &

private industry, I have a LOT to

share! I coach and mentor to enable

experiences that lead to success for

individuals, communities, and

businesses throughout the work-life

cycle. I will share my successes,

what I've learned through failure,

and offer discussion forums.  

DISCUSSIONS MATTER

Whether I am engaged in coaching or

mentoring discussions, law enforcement

discussions, or other business related

discussions, THEY MATTER!  Changing the

status quo is facilitated through productive

conversations that lead to effective

planning and, ultimately, flawless

execution.   



ARE YOU OVER QUALIFIED?

One of the challenges faced by many in

career transition, is the proverbial

perception of being "overqualified".

Since I've experienced this frustration

myself, I am able to provide coaching to

both candidates and employers on how

to consider skills, talent, motivation,

passion, desire, engagement,

perspective, fit, growth and value

proposition, in addition to considering

elements that determine qualification. 

 

Let's chat if you're either a job search

candidate or an employer challenged

with this dilemma.

thetalententhusiast@gmail.com  

TAKE A DEEP BREATH

Recently experienced a job separation?

Layoff? Demotion? Career transition?

Feeling various stages of emotion, grief,

disappointment, ego bruised?  As much

as you want to succumb to all of those,

the best action you can take in this

moment is to relax, refresh & recharge.

Easier said than done? Maybe.  Let's

chat. thetalententhusiast@gmail.com.

 

 

If you're fighting the impact of

career transitions alone, DON'T! I'm

here to LISTEN, SHARE, COACH,

MENTOR & LEARN! Follow me on

Instagram @talententhusiast, where

I will soon host live talent related

discussions, and visit

www.discussionsmatter.com, to

learn more about Discussions

Matter.  I am looking forward to

serving you! - The Talent Enthusiast
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http://www.discussionsmatter.com/

